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ELEVATOR PITCH
Biomass as a renewable fuel. 

Alien Fuel® is a sustainable, CO2-neutral replacement for fossil fuel.

Burnt in our in-house designed burner systems to supply heat and steam in industrial applications. 

Provide cost-savings per ton of steam delivered. 

The AFG system can be retrofitted to existing fossil fuel boiler/burner combinations.
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PURPOSE
To produce a renewable, carbon neutral energy source which assists in the transition toward a future

free of fossil fuels.



PROBLEM

Internationally South Africa
Fossil fueled industrial processes

increase climate change.
 

Massive need for energy.
 

No exception.
 

Industrialists are finding it
expensive to comply with new

environmental legislation.
 
 



In sawmilling and pulp and paper manufacturing,     75 %  =  waste 

Alien removal programmes have little or not offtake for the wood



In sawmilling and pulp and paper manufacturing,     75 %  =  waste 

Alien removal programmes have little or not offtake for the wood

Transported to landfill

Left to decompose

Releasing methane and other GHDs into the atmosphere.

Methane released in this manner, is between 10 and 25 times

more toxic than CO2 ITO environmental damage.
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Specialised zero additive fuel
briquettes made from waste

biomass



OUR SOLUTION

Alien Fuel designed, purpose-built biomass
burners to retrofit industry standard fossil fuel

fired boilers.

Specialised zero additive fuel
briquettes made from waste

biomass



Targeted total monthly production of >30 000 Tons Alien Fuel® 
 

> 50 000 Tons of CO2 mitigated monthly 
 

 > 400 permanent jobs created.

 > 30 000 Tons wood waste removed from landfill monthly

BUSINESS SCALABILITY
AFG plans to commission factories in these locations over
the next five years:
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OPERATIONAL 



INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY 
To our customers, getting OpEx approval, with proven savings, is
easier to obtain than seeking CapEx funding.

We need to help fund customer burner-boiler units to enable their
switch from fossil fuels.

AFG is seeking CapEx funding to provide burner-boiler systems on a
medium term lease basis to clients, covered by guaranteed offtake
contracts.

Turnkey burner boiler system retrofits cost R 6 million on average.

Current production capacity can service +- 40 burner-boiler systems.

. 
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CAPEX investment for 20 clients = R 120 m

GP = R 36 m per annum
5 Year IRR 24 %
Assuming 50 % FV of equipment
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Moving floor storage containers

Automatic fuel feeding system

Alien Alpha burner unit

Real-time reporting of burner

and system efficiency 

IVAR/Unical Boiler

Ash filtration/handling system

Steam pipe installation

Chimney stack

Trained Burner operators and

24/7 backup

A TYPICAL 1 TO 10
TON PER HOUR ALIEN

FUEL STEAM SETUP
INCLUDES:



Thank you,
From our team to yours.

CEO AND FOUNDER AFG GENERAL MANAGER  DIRECTOR  

AFG SALES ENGINEER AND 
PROJECT MANAGER 

AFG ELECTRICAL LEAD 



Questions?

“The sustainable use of waste biomass as a renewable, carbon
neutral source of energy is playing an important role in the energy

transition process toward a future free of fossil fuels”.

IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) Sixth Assessment
Report: Climate Change 2022
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Wood waste from sawmills
and the paper and pulp
industry (sourced from FSC
certified forests). 

Converted into Alien Fuel®;
A green, sustainable, solid

biomass fuel with a constant
calorific value.

 
 Creating up to 50 permanent

jobs per production plant.
 
 
 

Replacing liquid fossil fuels in
industrial applications.
Creating 2 permanent jobs per
unit sold.

Zero waste to landfill
 

http://alienfuel.africa

THE PROCESS



AFG manufactures sustainable, constant calorific value, solid fuel
using biomass waste from FSC certified forests and promulgated

alien invasive plants (AIPs). 

Alien Fuel® maintains a constant moisture content and has a
certified net calorific value of > 17,5 MJ/kg. 

In addition, AFG designs and manufactures state-of-the-art
biomass burners, independently certified to operate at > 90 %
efficiency, and specifically designed to burn its trademarked

Alien Fuel®. 

The cost saving versus fossil fuels per ton of steam created (per
April 2022 pricing) can be seen below: 

 
Alien Fuel competes head-on with various fossil fuels in industrial
applications where steam and/or heat is required in production

processes.
 

 

 

 

Alien Fuel Burner, combusting at > 90% 
efficiency at 1200 °C.

One of Alien Fuel's Briquetting plants.

THE PRODUCT/SERVICE

Alien Fuel Paraffin Coastal Paraffin Reef Diesel LPG 

R685 R1302 R1366 R1321 R1631 R2310 



http://alienfuel.africa

THE MARKET 
AFG's target market consists of any industrial steam and
heat users.

Merely “going green” is not a sufficiently attractive
drawcard for industrialists to change a core part of their
manufacturing or production systems.

To encourage switching to Alien Fuel®, the following
key Critical Success Factors were identified:

Measured and proven bottom line cost savings vs fossil fuels 
 

Integrity of fuel and hardware supply
 

Scientific, laboratory, customer certified efficacy
 
 
 

Production continuity 
at both supplier and customer level

 
 
 

Scalability 
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 SPACE EFFICIENCY  

CAPEXAVAILABILITY 

THE MAIN BARRIERS TO
BIOMASS ON-BOARDING:

We hope to cross this
barrier to a greener

future with the help of
investors.
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AFG has raised over R 100 million
to date to fund R&D and factory
construction.

We need to help fund customer
burner-boiler units to enable
their switch from fossil fuels.

Fuel production will have
reached a capacity of > 5000
tons per month by April 2023,
growing thereafter.

FUNDING
WHY & W

H
AT ?

http://alienfuel.africa
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5% of surface water is
consumed by Alien Vegetation.

10% of South Africa is covered
by Alien Vegetation.

South Africa is the 12th biggest
emitter of greenhouse gases. 

47% of South Africa’s youth is
unemployed.

SURFACE WATER

GREENHOUSE GASES 

UNEMPLOYMENT 

http://alienfuel.africa

LAND 

SOME FURTHER LOCAL CHALLENGES WE
STRIVE TO IMPROVE:

 



Alien Fuel Group strives
to help achieve the

United Nations
Sustainable

Development Goals



Get Started

ON CARBON NEUTRALITY:
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For feedstock, we use invasives which
are legislatively required to be
removed. We also use waste from
continuously replanted FSC certified
forests.
AFG delivers a super efficient biomass
burner, outperforming most liquid
fossil fuel burners. Almost no wasted
energy.
AFG is part of the circular economy,
beneficiating AIPs, creating rural jobs
and ensuring zero waste to landfill.
Our own production processes utilise
waste as a replacement for traditional
fossil fuels.
In future, AFG production will
incorporate other renewables such as
solar and wind.

http://alienfuel.africa

*ctsweep.com/blog/top-sweep-stories/wood-
burning-and-the-carbon-footprint/

 


